EXPRESSION OF INTEREST FOR ESTABLISHING EPIDEMIC/OUTBREAK MONITORING STUDIO AT NICD, DELHI & NIRMAN BHAWAN, NEW DELHI

The Government of India has received a credit from International Development Association (IDA) to support and implement Integrated Disease Surveillance Project. A portion of the proceeds of this credit will finance the cost of engagement of a Consultancy (Agency) for scanning national and regional print media for disease outbreak alerts on a regular basis under IDSP.

Expression of Interest is invited from qualified and experienced consultants for undertaking establishment of Epidemic/Outbreak Monitoring Studio at NICD & Nirman Bhawan. The consultants will carry out following tasks:

1. Setting up of the Epidemic/Outbreak Monitoring studio at NICD & Nirman Bhawan with Video Wall and other additional related Audio Video Equipment.
2. Renovation of Epidemic/Outbreak Monitoring Studio at NICD with basic civil works.
3. Providing and fixing of dimmable effect lighting in Epidemic/Outbreak Monitoring Studio at NICD using cool lights and halogens including wiring, cabling and lights.
4. Acoustic treatment including Wall Treatment and Ceiling Treatment at NICD & Nirman Bhawan

The World Bank procedures will be followed in the award of work for this consultancy.

The consultants who are interested in being considered for this assignment should fulfill the following criteria:

a. Should have an annual turnover of more than Indian Rupees Twenty Five million (INR 25 million) in each of the last three years.
b. Experience of handling Turn key Assignments for establishment of Studio.

Following information should also be provided by the Consultant:

a. Name, address and facsimile number of consultant;
b. Name and short CVs of principal officers detailing their experience in developing studio;
c. Ownership and organizational structure of the firm;
d. Financial statement for the last 3 years and;
e. Details of similar assignments undertaken in last 3 years

The Expression of Interest is to be submitted in a sealed cover super scribed “EXPRESSION OF INTEREST FOR ESTABLISHING EPIDEMIC/OUTBREAK MONITORING STUDIO AT NICD, DELHI & NIRMAN BHAWAN, NEW DELHI” by registered post/courier at the following address within 15 days of publication of this advertisement.

National Project Officer (IDSP)
National Institute of Communicable Diseases
22 Sham Nath Marg
Delhi – 110054, Tel. # 23932290, 23935532